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A bit more about the Up-Goer Five Text Editor
117 Comments · Posted by Theo Sanderson in Uncategorized

Click here to try the editor

Update: Up-Goer Six can colour code text you have already written. Thesaurus added to UG5, it’s
from here with credit to jbonhag.

Update2: Now available in Norsk and Español + Español 5K.
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A few months ago Randall Munroe from xkcd drew a beautiful labelled diagram of
the Saturn V rocket. However, it was not titled Saturn V because Mr Munroe had decided the diagram
would use only the thousand most common words in the English language to try to explain how this
complex vehicle worked, hence ‘Up-Goer Five’.

Seeing the contortions he endured to express himself in this restricted format, but the increased clarity
it sometimes gave, I thought it would be interesting to try out writing with it myself. I hacked together
an editor which would complain if you used any word not on a particular list.

Now, what list to use? Of course which words are used depends very much on what you are reading.
Newspapers will be different to scientific papers, which will be different to novels. In the end I opted
for consistency with the original comic. Some sleuthing by xkcd fans revealed that Mr Munroe used
the contemporary fiction frequency list available on Wiktionary. (To make this tool maximally useful,
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a more rounded set of words like this might be better.) I used the Automatically Generated Inflection
Database to make sure I had every derivative of these 1000 words – leading to some odd words like
‘themselveses’ being allowed!

I decided I might as well let everyone else try it, and gave it a bit of visual sprucing. Since then I’ve
added a couple more features, like the ability to see what other people have been writing with the
[RANDOM] button, and the ability to define terms using ‘quotes’. But it remains a very basic page.

After lying fairly dormant for a while it really took off today, after scientists on Twitter started trying
to describe their research using it, under the hashtag #UpGoerFive. Some of these early ones were
combined in poikiloblastic‘s Storify:

[View the story "Common words, uncommon jobs" on Storify]

I thought I’d dash off a post, mostly to answer endless discussions about why the words allowed are
the ones they are. Check out the latest uses at #UpGoerFive!

No tags

117 comments
v2 cigs danmark · December 21, 2014 at 3:19 am

The business focus will likely to be on user friendliness and ensuring brand new people can
enter the group easily and without
arcane understanding.

Marlon · December 30, 2014 at 7:33 am

Highy descriptive post, I liked that bit. Will there be a part 2?

Here is mmy site Angle Bracket (Marlon)

cheapairsoftm16.com · February 3, 2015 at 3:34 am

Whoa! This blog looks exactky like my old one! It’s on a tltally different
subject but it haas pretty much the same layout and design. Wonderful choice of colors!

SKMurphy, Inc. Explaining Early Customers and Early Revenue · March 8, 2015 at 4:12 am

[...] used the “The Up-Goer Five text editor” built by Theo Anderson (@TheoSanderson) who
was inspired by Randall Munroe’s beautiful labelled diagram of the Saturn V rocket.
Anderson’s goal [...]

Explain it only with 1000 most common words · May 16, 2015 at 1:49 pm

[...] the comic also inspired Cambridge-based geneticist Theo Sanderson to create a basic online
text editor that would only allow use of the same word list Munroe used in the Up Goer Five
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[...]

Dork Fizzy · May 21, 2015 at 6:36 pm

Randall’s new book, Thing Explainer, does not work in the up goer five editor. It does not like
“explainer” as a derivative of “explain.”

http://dota2hack.org · June 3, 2015 at 4:27 pm

Hey Your website loads up really slow for my situation,
I don’t know who’s issue is that although wikipedia starts up really good.
Anyway, Thank you for placing such type of great articles.
I’m guessing it really has become helpful to plenty of people .
I’m hoping I’ll be able to get a lot more remarkable stuff and I should compliment
simply by saying you’ve done amazing writing.
I already have you book marked to check out new stuff you publish.

cheap cornwall holidays 2010 · June 3, 2015 at 6:21 pm

Cornwall vacation cottages are a fabulously versatile alternative
of accommodation and many are dog friendly too.

DiscoveredJoys · June 5, 2015 at 2:11 pm

Ok… I wondered how ancient wisdom and poems might be rendered.

One of many translations of Li Bai’s classic poem In The Mountains is:

You ask me why I live
In jade mountains.
I smile, unanswering.
My heart is calm.
Peach petals floating on the water,
Never come back.
There is a heaven and earth
Beyond the crowded town below.
– Li Bai (701-762)

And in Up Goer 5:
You ask me why I live
In Big Green Rocks.
I smile, making no reply.
My heart is calm.
Tree bright color children carried on the water,
Never come back.
There is a bright land
Other than the crowded town at the bottom.
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DiscoveredJoys · June 5, 2015 at 2:23 pm

…and a blend of Epicurus and Zen:

live the good life
enough is enough
sit still, don’t chase thoughts
don’t listen to others
look for the good
do good
feel good

rack audio · June 7, 2015 at 7:15 am

This means making sure you stop negative thoughts the moment
they arise and shift them into something positive as quickly as possible.
This article will discuss the two types of whole body vibration machines.
Once I used it to deal with a man who was aggressive towards me verbally.

witchcraft white magic spells for beginners · June 12, 2015 at 8:55 pm

Because of this any spells which are used in order
to hurt a residing being is forbidden.

biology tutoring college station · June 24, 2015 at 4:37 pm

If you happen to want extra, look through your physics guide and full further problems to
cement your understanding.

fco legalisation premium service · June 25, 2015 at 2:30 pm

Apostilles can’t be issued or accepted by any
country that’s not social gathering to the Apostille Conference.

business casual dress · June 26, 2015 at 4:29 pm

There are two other ways in messages delivery and communication depending on completely
different
cultures.

Chuck · July 23, 2015 at 11:16 pm

Thank you for another great arcltie. The place else may just anyone get that type of information
in such a perfect way of ? I have a presentation subsequent week, and I’m at the look for such
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info.

Taxa Auto · July 26, 2015 at 10:01 pm

Buna abordare, asa mai zic si eu articol de calitate
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